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Tournament News 

Championship Tournaments 2012  –  NHC and HPWS 
 

HTR subscribers had a great showing at the two championship tournaments held in Las Vegas this winter 

- NHC at Treasure Island in January and the HPWS at the Orleans in February. 
 

NHC 2012 
Paul Shurman was the only HTR member among the 26 who had qualified, that cashed at the NHC in 

January.  He finished a strong 6th.  But that was only the climax of a consistent winning year for Paul in 

which he also won the NHC Tour top prize.  He cleared over $100,000 from the NHC for the year.  

Congrats to Paul on a tremendous accomplishment.  
 

Comments 
Controversy surrounded the NHC this year and it is difficult for me to say anything negative because the 

event is a superbly enjoyable experience for horseplayers.  The enthusiasm and rapport among the 

qualifiers is undeniable.  The Treasure Island hotel was a splendid host for the contest as the facilities 
were first class.  The NTRA did an excellent job of organization and taking care of the players.  

Personally, I had a fun weekend and the NHC is an undeniable boost to HTR business.   
 

The 800 lb. gorilla in the room was the actions by the NTRA regarding the prize money.  Despite 

doubling the number of qualifiers and adding a million dollars to the purse, there were only two 

beneficiaries: (1) NTRA and (2) the Winner.  The NTRA put $500,000 into their own pocket and all the 
rest of the money went to the winners share so it would reach $1,000,000.  There was no increase at all to 

the other prize money and none of this was told to players in advance of qualifying.  This is a bad omen 

for continued support and will surely backfire on the NTRA in the future if they don't correct it. 

 
HPWS 2012 / Bob Gregory Champion 

The HTR contingent of about 35 entries fared much better at the Horseplayer World Series held at the 
Orleans cashing in for about $400,000.  Bob Gregory took home most of that by easily winning the 

tournament with nearly 4000 points - certainly a record score - and he won the day money on both of the 

first two days.  This was a dramatic and masterful performance by Bob.  It has been quite a roller-coaster 
ride for him this year, as he had been diagnosed with a brain tumor and melanoma cancer in 2011.  Since 

his treatment he has received a clean bill of health and now a tournament championship with a major 

score.  I can't imagine the emotions he must have experienced.  Congratulations and continued success to 
a wonderful man who is much deserving.   
 

Other HTR members that cashed - 
 

3rd Bob Rubin He won about $50,000 for finishing 3rd + Day Money - super effort Bob! 
 

12th Jim Meeks 
 

21st Larry Miller 

22nd Joe Koury 

23rd Ken Massa*  
24th Bob Swickard 

25th Barb Buckley 
 

* Also playing for my regular partners Mike and Marsha Mayo who could not attend due to the death of Mike's 

mother.   
 

Final Comment 

The HPWS was a fantastic experience this year because the HTR longshot ratings ran hot and we were 

rooting for our friends to win.  It is also a three-day boot camp for handicapping and can be grueling, but 
the learning experience is undeniable and will benefit all of us that competed. 
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Advanced Handicapping with HTR 

KGap / K=1 
 

Introduction 
The KGap refers to the numeric separation of the (K) rating.  The "gap" is the difference between the top 

ranked (K=1) and the other horses (K) ratings in the same field.  The KGap is potentially useful as a 

contender selector and spot play filter.  In this article we will focus on K=1 and find out how effective the 

'gap' between the top rank and the others is in terms of race impact and outcome.   
 

Using of the KGap Minimum filter in Robot2 can be confusing.  This is due to the +/- number system 
used to define the K=1 from the other horses.  Later in this article we'll learn more about this filter and 

decide from the data if it should be expanded in Robot2 to a broader range option. 
 

The Basics of the KGap 

Let's look at a hypothetical field of horses with their K-ratings.  The number in (  ) is the KGap.   
 

HORSE-1 109     (-3) 

HORSE-2 106     (3) 
HORSE-3 104     (5) 

HORSE-4 100     (9) 

HORSE-5 097    (12) 
 

The top runner (HORSE-1) has a K-rating that is 3 points higher than the 2nd rank.  The 2nd rank 
(HORSE-2) in turn has a gap that is 3 points lower than the top.  This +/- notation for the KGap is part of 

the confusion with using the Robot filter.  Essentially the gap is 3 points for both horses and the negative 

number is used to signify the K=1 from K=2.  Positive numbers are used to notate the gap for all other 
horses in terms of their gap from K=1.   
 

Summarizing the two key distinctions for using the KGap: 
 

1. The gap between the top rank K=1 and the second rank (notated with negative integer). 
 

2. The gap or difference between all the horses ranked K= 2 thru 9 as compared with K=1. 
 

The gap type (1) above is discussed in detail in this article and is the more difficult aspect of using the 

KGap.  The gap type (2) is easier to grasp and will be a good topic for a future newsletter that deals with 

contender selection.   
 

K=1 Gap 

A fundamental use of the KGap is judging the strength of the top ranked (K) or K=1.  In the example 
above, the K=1 showed a gap of (-3) or 3-points higher than the second rank.  How valuable is a 3 point 

gap in terms of the horse's probability of winning? Is there a linear correlation in terms of impact and 

results as the gap widens? Is it possible there is a significant range or 'sweet spot' that produces more 
profit?  We'll answer all of these questions on the next page by presenting the results of a 365-day test of 

the KGap. 
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Advanced Handicapping with HTR 

KGap / K=1 
 

Let's explore some data and analyze the KGap with K=1.  Reminder that this is the gap from the top rated 
(K=1) to the second ranked (K=2) horse.  On the chart below the "Any" refers to all horses ranked K=1 

regardless of their gap, which will serve as a benchmark to compare to the rest of the data.  The ( - ) next 

to each gap numeral is not really necessary since we are testing only K=1, but I'll use it here to remain 

consistent with the Robot2 filter range which will be discussed on the next page.  A gap of zero (0) means 
that the K=1 and the K=2 had the same integer rating.   
 
KGap    K=1    Mar 2011 - Feb 2012    All Races Purse $10k+   PL-5 

Gap       Plays    Win  ITM     WROI    $AvgM     I.V. 
 

Any K=1   34756    31%  66%     0.84    $5.40     2.50 
 

  0        3019    25%  61%     0.82    $6.60     1.99 

 -1        5714    26%  62%     0.83    $6.40     2.09 

 -2        5005    27%  63%     0.84    $6.10     2.20 

 -3        4395    30%  65%     0.87    $5.80     2.38 

 -4        3801    30%  66%     0.83    $5.50     2.45 

 -5        3060    32%  67%     0.83    $5.20     2.56 

 -6        2563    34%  68%     0.86    $4.60     2.77 

 -7        2111    36%  72%     0.83    $4.60     2.96 

 -8        1644    36%  73%     0.84    $4.70     2.97 

 -9        1193    43%  73%     0.90    $4.20     3.50 

-10         775    41%  74%     0.83    $4.10     3.37 

-11         560    42%  75%     0.82    $3.90     3.43 

-12         374    47%  79%     0.89    $3.80     3.97 

-13 to -15  542    48%  78%     0.88    $3.60     4.01 

 

Analysis 
As usual, the (K) doesn't let us down from the standpoint of mathematical correlation.  As the gap widens, 

the probability of winning or finishing 1-2-3 (ITM) increases with K=1.  The ROI has no such linear 

relationship however and tends to scatter about the chart with a median of 0.85.  There does not appear to 

be a useful cluster ('sweet spot') of ROI productivity with the KGap. 
 

So how useful is this information? A wide gap between the K=1 and K=2 certainly has value in terms of 
picking more winners, but has little effect on ROI until the highest gaps are reached (-9 to -15).  During 

the testing I noticed that most K=1 horses with a wide gap also had a dominant K-rating of 110 or higher.  

Peruse the chart below and notice the "Avg. Gap" column. 
   
K Rating    K=1    Mar 2011 - Feb 2012    All Races Purse $10k+   PL-5 

K-Rating    Avg Gap   Plays    Win  ITM     WROI  
 

115-113      -9        2953    46%  80%     0.88      

112-110      -7        9242    36%  73%     0.84 

109-108      -4        8536    30%  65%     0.83 

107-106      -2        7081    28%  63%     0.87 

105-104      -1        4230    23%  57%     0.82 
 

Analysis 
This chart shows a range of K=1 numeric ratings.  It then displays average gap that occurs between K=1 

and K=2 based on that rating.  The symmetry between the 'gap' and the rating is clear:  higher (K) 

typically means a higher gap to the second rank.  This is not always the case, of course, and there are 

many races with two solid choices with similar high ratings (usually with a large gap back to the third 
ranked horse).  I'll offer my opinion on this next. 
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Advanced Handicapping with HTR 

KGap / K=1 / Research and Spot Play 
 

I don't see enough evidence to convince me that a range or distinct KGap for K=1 holds greater potential 
for profits than the numeric (K) rating.  We do see some indication of profit potential as the gap widens, 

but there is no particular cluster that improves the ROI in the more common lower range (0 to -7).  For 

this reason I'm hesitant to expand the current Robot KGap filter, at least for K=1.   
 

Robot2 and K=1 

For now, let's review how to harness the power of K=1 in Robot2. 
 

K=1 is the ideal factor for beginner spot plays as well as analyzing any set of data for cause and effect. 
 

 Highly consistent results under all race conditions.  K=1 normally meets or exceeds 30% winners in 

any reasonable test sample.  The 30% win level tends to hold regardless of track/dist/surf/class/purse 

and has remained constant for over a decade.  Unfortunately, the ROI has experienced a slow decline 

and it has become much more challenging to create spot plays with K=1.   

 

 All horses are rated on the same (K) scale, including FTS and other 'unknowns'.  This gives the K=1 a 

major edge over speed figures as a contender selector because no horse is left out and multiple factors 
are considered.  In fact, FTS as K=1 are excellent producers. 

 

 Versatility.  K=1 has multiple methods and filters for research including the full rankings, the numeric 

rating, the gaps and the ranges. 

 

Robot2 offers more ways to test the (K) than any other factor in the software.   
 

1. The top-to-bottom rankings (1 thru 9) are found in the 'Rank Factors' module.  Full ranking 

results are printed on the Learn All report. 
 

2. The complete range of (K) from 50 to 115 can be setup for testing in the 'Range Filters' 
module and composite list of results for the (K) Range is found on the Learn More printout. 

 

3. The 'KGap Minimum' is found on the 'Range Filters' module.  It is a bit confusing so we'll 

discuss it in detail here and provide a sample spot play using it.   

 

KGap Minimum Filter 
This tricky filter should get the award for the most complicated or confusing filter in all of Robot2.  Let's 

see if we can simplify its use and find a profitable angle with it. 
 

The KGap Minimum can be set from -19 to 50 by clicking the little arrow buttons on the left and the right.  

The number chosen is the 'minimum' and it will extract that gap or greater in the test.  Some examples are 
shown below.  If the KGap filter in set to a negative (-1 to -19) it will seek the gap between K=1 and K=2 

that we discussed above.  If the KGap Min. is a positive number (1 to 50), then it is testing the gap 

between horses ranked below K=1.    
 

Two examples: 
 

KGap Minimum = -8 This will test K=1 horses only.  It will also separate those with a gap to the K=2 of 
at least 8 points.  For instance:  K=1, 113; K=2, 104.  In this instance the K=1 shows a gap of 9 points to 

the second rank and would be included in a test with KGap minimum = -8. 
 

KGap Minimum = 12 This setting will extract any horse other than K=1 that has a (K) rating within 12 

points of the K=1.  Example:  K=1, 113; K=2, 107; K=3, 101; K=4, 100.  In this race, the gaps between 

the K=1 and the other three are 6, 12, 13 respectively.  The test result would extract the K=2 and K=3, but 
not the K=4 because it is not within 12 points of the top (K).  This can be useful as a contender selector.   
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Advanced Handicapping with HTR 

KGap / K=1 / Spot Play 
 

I did not allocate time for testing or space in this issue to research the KGap Minimum on horses ranked 
K=2 and lower.  We'll do that in a future issue as it requires a great deal of documentation and testing.  

The remainder of this space will be used to test the KGap minimum in a spot play with K=1.  From the 

chart on page-4, there seems to be a significant increase in the win rate from KGap -6 to -15.  Let's see if 

we can work up a winning spot play from that range. 
 

Here are the initial test parameters I'm using in Robot2.  Note that the "K=1" filter is unnecessary if the 
KGap Minimum is set to a negative number, but I listed it here for clarity. 
 

 K=1  

 KGap Minimum -6 (any K=1 with a gap of 6 or higher from the second rank) 

 Purse $10,000+ 

 

Fr3= 1   

ROI Dump is always my first test choice in Robot2 when searching for overall trends.  One factor stood 
out immediately after the test in terms of a healthy sample size and win rate was Fr3= 1 (top ranked final 

fraction velocity).  Look at the test results below: 

 
K=1   KGap Minimum -6   All Races Purse $10k+   Mar. 2011 - Feb. 2012 
 

Factor        Plays    Win  ITM     WROI    $AvgM    I.V.   

 

Fr3=1         01817    47%  80%     0.93    $3.90    3.75 
 

Analysis and Comments 

Lots of plays and winners with the KGap min. (-6) and Fr3 = 1 combination.  However, the ROI proved 
difficult to push up past 1.00 in subsequent tests.  This makes sense for two key reasons: 
 

1. These horses are K=1 with a sizeable gap to the second rank and that means they'll be picked out 

easily by the public and usually end up as low odds favorites.  The average winner paid under 

$4.00. 
 

2. Spot plays such as this one with high win rates have a very little upside in terms of ROI.  

Although they are safe from volatility and provide high confidence in forward results, profitable 
returns are difficult to amass without considerable slicing and filtering of the data.   

 

In rebuttal to that last statement, several HTR members have told me that they are able to extract 

profitable spot plays from similar data by eliminating tracks and/or distances and surfaces with low ROI.  

Generally in the newsletter I run universal tests or all burger so that the data is 100% race-condition-
inclusive.  This takes out the suspicion of a 'back fit' with tailored parameters.  Robot2 was designed for 

independent testing and I never discourage anyone from digging deeper for high percentage plays such as 

this one and pinpointing a profitable play.   
 

I'm not persuaded to expand the use of the KGap filter in Robot2 based on the test results with K=1 

shown in this article.  We'll tackle the KGap from the perspective of K=2 and beyond in a future article 
and then make a final decision.  My opinion is that the 'gap' with the (K) rating is easily targeted with 

other filters currently available in Robot2 and causes too much confusion.     
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Handicapping with HTR Tour 

On Demand Scores  Top to Bottom   Longshots 8/1 + 
 

OD:  On Demand  

On Demand rating is found in the HTR-Tour software and can be tested in Robot2.   
 

From the main screen of the 'Tour program, the On Demand button can be clicked to produce a selection 
for price players or tournament picks.  On Demand separates into four price range categories and displays 

a numeric score.  The score can range from 50 to 90 points.   
 

The best use of the On Demand is to quickly find a value or price play.  This usually means a horse that is 

8/1 odds or more.  The 8/1 up odds range is a typical line in the sand for tournament players as well.   
 

Let's look at a complete chart showing the full range of On Demand with 8/1 up odds.   
  
Odds 8/1+    Mar 1, 2011 - Feb 29, 2012    All races, Purse $10,000+    

OD Score     Plays   Win  ITM     WROI     Avg$Mut    High     I.V. 
 

OD 87+       00005   20%  20%     2.62      $26.2      $26     1.68       

OD 86        00002   00%  00%     0.00      $00.0      $00     0.00 

OD 85        00003   00%  33%     0.00      $00.0      $00     0.00 

OD 84        00007   29%  29%     2.81      $19.7      $21     2.45       

OD 83        00003   00%  33%     0.00      $00.0      $00     0.00       

OD 82        00009   22%  33%     2.39      $21.6      $22     1.85       

OD 81        00020   15%  35%     1.48      $19.7      $22     1.16       

OD 80        00008   00%  13%     0.00      $00.0      $00     0.00 
       

OD 79        00042   10%  29%     1.26      $26.4      $40     0.78       

OD 78        00050   10%  28%     1.16      $23.3      $36     0.89       

OD 77        00054   15%  46%     1.82      $24.5      $30     1.23       

OD 76        00081   09%  33%     1.05      $24.2      $38     0.73       

OD 75        00108   08%  33%     0.99      $23.9      $33     0.70       

OD 74        00125   04%  33%     0.42      $20.9      $22     0.32       

OD 73        00195   10%  32%     1.05      $21.5      $35     0.80       

OD 72        00210   07%  31%     0.80      $23.9      $41     0.56       

OD 71        00319   09%  30%     1.06      $23.2      $36     0.75       

OD 70        00406   06%  39%     0.77      $24.1      $38     0.53 
       

OD 69        00475   05%  15%     0.56      $22.3      $48     0.41       

OD 68        00587   08%  33%     0.98      $24.9      $89     0.65       

OD 67        00723   07%  32%     0.86      $23.6      $38     0.60       

OD 66        00947   07%  31%     0.93      $25.6      $84     0.60       

OD 65        01097   08%  17%     1.00      $24.9      $49     0.67       

OD 64        01204   06%  29%     0.79      $25.9      $95     0.50       

OD 63        01421   06%  30%     0.79      $25.1      $101    0.52       

OD 62        01697   07%  30%     0.89      $25.7      $53     0.58       

OD 61        01897   07%  31%     1.03      $27.5      $126    0.62       

OD 60        02087   07%  29%     0.89      $26.4      $76     0.56       

 

 

  chart continued next page 
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Handicapping with HTR Tour 

On Demand Scores  Top to Bottom   Longshots 8/1 + 
 

Odds 8/1+    Mar 1, 2011 - Feb 29, 2012    All races, Purse $10,000+    

OD Score     Plays   Win  ITM     WROI     Avg$Mut    High     I.V. 
 

OD 59        02430   07%  31%     0.94      $27.3     $89      0.58       

OD 58        02708   05%  27%     0.67      $25.6     $102     0.44       

OD 57        03095   05%  26%     0.74      $27.4     $76      0.45       

OD 56        03264   06%  27%     0.84      $27.4     $76      0.52       

OD 55        03415   06%  27%     0.83      $28.2     $73      0.50       

OD 54        03513   05%  26%     0.72      $29.7     $98      0.41       

OD 53        03675   06%  26%     0.85      $30.0     $131     0.49       

OD 52        04000   06%  24%     0.90      $30.4     $107     0.51       

OD 51        04136   04%  24%     0.61      $30.7     $81      0.35       

OD 50        04108   04%  23%     0.72      $33.2     $155     0.37       

 

OD 00        92566   03%  16%     0.64      $41.9     $198     0.28           
 

 

Analysis 
There is a lot to talk about after scanning this chart and it gets to the absolute core of the challenge of 

betting longshots.  As expected, the higher the OD Score, the lower the sample size.  Notice how few OD 

horses are found in the 75 - 90 point range.  This makes sense as we are talking about 8/1 up odds here.  
The public doesn't make that many mistakes and let strong contenders drift up that high in odds too often.  

As the chart reveals though, when the public does make a mistake and a high score OD is found at 8/1 or 

higher, the ROI is excellent.   
 

Not OD 

Notice that last item "OD 00", which could also be labeled "Not - On Demand".  In other words, these are 

all the horses in the test that had gone off at 8/1 or higher odds but did not receive an OD score.  Notice 
that the results of the Win, ITM, ROI and I.V. on the "00" horses are almost always way below any of the 

'Score' categories on the chart with a sample size of 20 or more.  We can conclude definitively then that 

OD has a marked effect on identifying live high-odds horses that exceeds statistically well beyond any 
random possibility. 

 

High Volatility below 70 

As the scores on the chart fall below 70, the volatility of results increases and it becomes more and more 
difficult to find confidence with live longshots over 8/1 odds.  The results become 'choppy' in the 60-69 

range, and fall completely out of profitability in the 50 - 59 section.  It is easy to understand why by 

scrutinizing the chart.  Horses at the low end of the 'score' scale (below 60) don't pay enough to offset a 
low win rate in the 5% range.   

 

Conclusion 
On Demand selection system is an excellent method of finding live price plays at odds over 8/1.  The 

scoring system helps you assess the probability that a longshot will 'fire' today by utilizing the key factors 

found in HTR.  As the scores decline, we accept greater risk in outcome.  Higher scores give us more 

confidence.  Keep in mind that the On Demand was never intended for spot plays or grind-it-out betting.  
Instead its best use is finding the most likely live longshot - right now - on demand. 
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Robot2 Research 

BLL Range Filter - Any Value? 
 

BLL  =  Beaten Lengths at the finish in Last start  
 

Members ask me to consider additions to Robot2 nearly every week.  I'm happy to test and evaluate and 

then determine if it is a worthwhile add-on for the Robot.  Dozens of items now found in Robot2 were 
suggested by our subscribers.  I use more than just the raw results to consider an upgrade as most factors 

tested show poor results on their own.  Sometimes bad results are actually a benefit for elimination and 

negative inclusions, if they can help us toss out losers.   
 

One important early signal that something may have value is testing it with known win producers.  K=1 is 

the most reliable tandem factor for testing in Robot2.  It improves almost any individual rating or 
handicapping element when combined.  If results with K=1 remain neutral or 'flat', then the new factor 

has little to recommend.  Virtually all of the "System and Angle" items found in Robot2 will show a 

marked increase in impact value when combined with K=1.    
 

Several Robot2 users have asked me to look at BLL as a possible new Range Filter.  The idea here is that 
the user could seek out a 'sweet spot' for BLL that the public is unaware of and perhaps capitalize on it 

with combination spot plays.  Not a bad idea since the public tends to over bet horses with close recent 

finishes.  A logical guess would be that BLL in the range 4.0 - 10.0 might have more ROI value than 
those horses that finished closer in their last start.   
 

Let's start by looking at a raw chart of BLL by itself.  BLL = zero (0.00) is not included here as it would 
just be a test of last out winners - which is already available in Robot2.  The key elements to consider in 

this test are ROI and I.V. Win% is distorted in this test due to tallying multiple horses in the same race 

within the same BLL range, but will be important when we retest with K=1 next.   
 
BLL    Mar 1, 2011 - Feb 29, 2012    All races, Purse $10,000+    
 

BLL Range      Plays   Win  ITM     WROI       I.V. 
 

0.1 - 0.9      14933   20%  53%     0.77       1.66 

1.0 - 1.9      15443   18%  49%     0.77       1.49 

2.0 - 2.9      16175   17%  48%     0.79       1.44 

3.0 - 3.9      16382   15%  44%     0.79       1.30 

4.0 - 5.9      31284   14%  42%     0.78       1.16 

6.0 - 7.9      28198   12%  38%     0.81       1.07 

8.0 - 9.9      23047   10%  34%     0.76       0.91 
 

10 - 12        20843   10%  32%     0.78       0.84 

13 - 15        19527   08%  29%     0.73       0.74 

16 - 30        32465   06%  22%     0.62       0.56 

 

Analysis 

The chart above is something I would label "flat data".  This means that there is no particular part of this 

information that has any impact or profit value on its own.  Horses that finish close up in their last start 
win more often next out, but pay less.  Those that finish further back, win less often, but pay a little better.  

The public makes no mistakes when it comes to BLL assessment as is clearly shown in the consistent 

ROI from top to bottom.  The win rate vs. the odds is almost perfectly balanced. 
 

The last range on the chart (BLL 16 - 30) is the only one that has significant volatility from the rest of the 

chart.  But this range is pretty well covered in Robot2 already with the Neg. 20 filter in the Tour module.   
Neg. 20 is labeled "Vets List" but includes all horses that finished 20 lengths or more back in the last start 

or did not finish at all.     
 

At this point I would be unlikely to construct a BLL Range Filter in Robot2.  But let's give it another 

chance by limiting the data test to K=1. 
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Robot2 Research 

BLL Range and K=1 
 

This chart restricts the BLL horses to K=1.  We have abundant information about K=1 from which we can 

compare and draw better conclusions on the usefulness of the BLL range. 

 
K=1   Mar 1, 2011 - Feb 29, 2012    All races, Purse $10,000+    
 

BLL Range      Plays   Win  ITM     WROI       I.V. 
 

 

0.1 - 0.9      04133   32%  69%     0.83       2.68 

1.0 - 1.9      03766   31%  67%     0.82       2.56 

2.0 - 2.9      03349   31%  64%     0.84       2.60 

3.0 - 3.9      02857   31%  66%     0.87       2.56 

4.0 - 5.9      04179   31%  68%     0.85       2.53 

6.0 - 7.9      03028   30%  66%     0.82       2.34 

8.0 - 9.9      01924   29%  64%     0.84       2.34 
 

10 - 12        01330   30%  32%     0.86       2.44 

13 - 15        00991   30%  29%     0.89       2.45 

16 - 30        01148   27%  22%     0.82       2.19 

 

Analysis and Comments 

An "all burger" test with every K=1 in North America would find a win rate between 30-31%, ROI 0.84-
0.85 and I.V. about 2.50.  There is nary any distortion from that on this chart when K=1 are separated by 

BLL.  This is a strong indication that BLL has limited value overall in handicapping.  Regardless of how 

far back they finish in the last start, K=1 horses win at about the same rate and return approximately the 
same ROI.   
 

BLL does not improve K=1 and probably won't combine well most other handicapping factors.  These 

results convince me that BLL has limited importance and will not be added to Robot2 in the future.   
 

I hope this article accomplishes something more important in your handicapping.  This analysis should 

remind you of the minute value BLL holds in horse race prediction and overlay identification.   
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Advanced Handicapping with HTR 
Race-PAC   Race-PER   Stats and More 

 

rPAC or Race-PAC  The HTR Quirin style Pace rating computed as the race leader touches the 2nd Call 

timer.  The 2nd Call is timed at the 4 furlong pole in sprints and at 6 furlongs in routes.   
 

rPER or Race-PER  The HTR Quirin style Performance Rating that is computed by formula using 2nd 

Call + Final Fraction for the race. 
 

All PAC-PER ratings in HTR include distance/surface/track-to-track/daily variant adjustments.  The 
formula for PER is proprietary but similar to A/P velocity and includes a track-class adjustment.    
 

2012  E-Book is all about Pace and Performance 

Let me preface this article by announcing that our seminar e-Book for 2012 will extensively cover the 

rPAC and rPER topic as well as the related velocity ratings.  Race ratings can have a powerful effect on 
your handicapping insight and you'll want to read the booklet when it becomes available in July. 
 

This article covers only the statistical slant on the two ratings to find a possible use for them in Robot2.  
Currently Robot2 has filters for PAC=1,2 and PER=1,2.  Those are individual horse ratings (computed 

with beaten lengths).  The race ratings are not available in Robot2 currently and this examination is 

designed to find out if they have enough value to add them to the filter menu. 
 

For this chart I chose PL-1 (most recent start) rather than using the default PL-5.  The reason for doing 
this is that the horse's last race ratings are more pertinent to current performance.  I'll comment on the 

results with PL-5 below. 
 
Race-PAC/PER   365-Day   All races   Purse $10,000+   PL-1  
 

Factor        Plays     Win  ITM     WROI       I.V. 
 

rPAC=1        50032     16%  43%     0.78       1.29 

rPAC=2        38540     14%  41%     0.77       1.17 
 

rPER=1        52755     17%  46%     0.79       1.41 

rPER=2        38540     15%  44%     0.80       1.27 

 

Analysis and Comments 

The results look dismal at first glance, but there is a major problem with testing rPAC and rPER 
statistically - tons of ties.  The race ratings/rankings are going to match for all the horses that return from 

the same last race.  This has a serious affect on Win and ITM and perhaps even ROI.  However, it does 

not affect Impact Value (I.V.) which is a method of measuring data that includes ties and field size in the 
calculation.  I.V. in all cases above did not exceed 1.50 and that is real problem. 
 

Further testing including tests of the other PL modes including the default PL-5, as well as testing it with 

K=1 did not provide significant improvement.  Race ratings can offer compelling insight into the true 

value of class changes and company lines in a horse's recent past, yet it is not something that is easy to 

quantify into a ranking.  The individual horse’s PAC-PER ratings are far more valuable for that purpose.  
At this time, there is no urgency to add the race-PAC/PER ranks to Robot2.  For now, consider using the 

BTL rating.  

 

BTL Saves the Day with rPAC and rPER 

BTL = Better Than Looked last start - displayed for applicable horses in many readouts in HTR including 

the Tour Buzz and a Robot2 filter.  'BTL' utilizes the horse's last rPAC and rPER.  Horses that made some 
detectable impact vs. tougher company last out will receive the 'BTL' flag.  The 'BTL' proves the value of 

rPAC - rPER with an analytic approach.  I'll continue to research it for future updates in some format 

aside from rankings. 
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Announcements and Reminders 
 

Seminar 2012 

The tentative date for the HTR Seminar at the Gold Coast is Wed. July 25, 2012.  The 
Gold Coast tournament begins the next day.  I'm sorry to report that as of this writing, I 
cannot confirm 100% that the seminar will be held, as it is pending final approval from 
the hotel and banquet department.  We will make that announcement on the HTR 
Discussion Board when it happens.  The E-Book for this year will be a comprehensive 
look at the pace, PAC-PER and velocity ratings in HTR.   
 
HTR Triple Crown Challenge (Free!) 

Watch our Discussion Forum for announcements on the annual contest.  Some great 
prizes will be announced in April along with the rules to play in our Triple Crown survivor 
contest. 
 
Orleans March Championship 
Due to too many trips to Vegas this year, I will be passing up one of my favorite 
tournaments, the Orleans Spring Championship.  Many of our members will be going 
though, and we wish you luck and hope that you'll post the news and results on the 
Tournament Forum. 
 
Software Updates 
There are no updates to the software this month.  You can always install the latest set 
of program versions from the link below.  The HTR-Tablet new version is available in 
the HTR software updates section on our website (Win7 Tablet required).    
 

http://htr.horsedata.com/HTR_Protected/dnl/HTR2TourMaxvelRobot2Setup.exe  
 

HTR   Handicapping Tech & Research 
 

Voicemail:  714-366-1HTR 

Email:  kmsoft@earthlink.net 

HTR website (software updates): www.htr2.com 

 www.homebased2.com/km 

 
HTR Report is an on-line newsletter and is published bi-monthly, it is available in the HTR Subscriber 

Zone around the 15
th

 of the month.  Monthly subscribers can view the current newsletter for no charge on-

line, Adobe Reader software (free) required.  Past issues over a year old are available in our website 
archive library. 

 
Products and services from KM Software 

HTR Unlimited Download: $119/mo unlimited access, all tracks. 

HTR Software Complimentary, no fee for updates. 

Bi-Monthly HTR Newsletter Current Issue is included with monthly subscription for members only. 

 Archives of Past Issues are available on the HTR2.com website. 

http://htr.horsedata.com/HTR_Protected/dnl/HTR2TourMaxvelRobot2Setup.exe
mailto:kmsoft@earthlink.net
http://www.htr2.com/
http://www.homebased2.com/km

